ACCESSORIES

General Information

The Wolf Gourmet Stand Mixer and Wolf Gourmet Stand Mixer accessories are designed to work exclusively with each other. The attachments are all designed with a keyed coupling and locked with a stainless steel pin. This prevents any incorrect assembly, slipping or binding of the accessory once it is locked in place. It also ensures there is no change in performance even after multiple uses.

The power for ALL the accessories comes from the Wolf Gourmet Stand Mixer. No other coupling or power source is recommended when running any of the accessories.

Remove cover to access Specialty Attachment Area. (from p. 7, Grinder Use & Care)

Behind removable magnetic accessory cover (from p. 6 Stand mixer Use & Care)

When using the attachments with your electrical appliance, basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, and or injury to persons. Read all important safeguards and operating instructions provided with your attachment prior to using.
ACCESSORIES

General Instructions

To attach:

(use copy from Grinder Use & Care, p. 7 - no illustrations)

1. Before inserting or removing attachments, always make sure stand mixer is unplugged and setting control is set to OFF (O).
2. Remove the magnetic accessory cover on the Wolf Gourmet Stand Mixer to access the attachment hub.

3. Insert the gear end of the housing at an angle, aligning the tabs with the hub of the specialty attachment area. Turn the housing counter clockwise until it locks into place.

To remove:

(use copy from Grinder Use & Care, p. 8; add numbers in front of each step)

Press the release button and turn the housing counterclockwise to remove from the stand mixer.

Hold the housing, turning the collar counterclockwise to remove.

3. Replace the magnetic accessory cover.

Available Accessories

FOOD GRINDER – Model WGSM300

Grinds, meat, firm fruits and vegetables, hard cheeses and dry bread.

ADD ILLUSTRATION OF GRINDER HERE.